ABSTRACT In multiple measurement vector (MMV) problems, L measurement vectors each of which has length M are available for recovering jointly sparse signals that have a common support set of size K . In this paper, a fast and noise-robust greedy algorithm is proposed for joint sparse recovery in MMV problems, by exploiting a posteriori probability ratios for every index of sparse input signals. The essence of the algorithm is to transfer the information through iterations, which contributes to the performance improvement of support detection. When L is sufficiently large at M = K + 1, we investigate the asymptotic performance of exact support recovery using a Gaussian assumption, power-law approximations, and order statistics, where the techniques are inspired by experimental results. In this case, we also present a sufficient condition on the number of measurements, or M = K + 1 = (log N ), for theoretical support recovery guarantee. The theoretical analysis reveals that the proposed algorithm can achieve reliable joint sparse recovery asymptotically at the theoretical limit of M = K + 1 with high probability. By examining the performance for various M , K , and L, simulation results demonstrate that if M is not too small, the proposed algorithm can be reliable, fast, and noise-robust, compared to the conventional ones, such as simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP), subspace augmented MUSIC (SA-MUSIC), and rank-aware order recursive matching pursuit (RA-ORMP).
I. INTRODUCTION
Compressed sensing (CS) [1] - [4] has been of interest in many applications [5] - [14] , due to its ability to recover a sparse signal from a much smaller number of measurements than the signal dimension. In some applications, multiple signals of interest can be acquired in a distributed manner, which leads to the multiple measurement vectors (MMV) problem [4] . In MMV, all L signals involved are jointly sparse, and modeled as a sparse input matrix X ∈ R N ×L the columns of which have a common support set I with |I| = K . A collection of measurements of length M is then obtained by Y = X ∈ R M ×L with a sensing matrix ∈ R M ×N . In this paper, we assume that each entry of is independently drawn from the Gaussian distribution. If L = 1, the MMV is equivalent to the conventional single measurement vector (SMV) problem.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wei Chen. In practical applications, collecting multiple measurements in an array of sensors can be modeled by an MMV problem, which can then be solved by a joint sparse recovery algorithm. For instance, MMV problems arise in source localization [15] , [16] in wireless sensor networks, spectrum sensing [17] - [19] in cognitive radios, and channel estimation in massive MIMO [20] , [21] . Recently, Chen et al. [22] , Liu and Yu [23] , and Liu et al. [24] have attempted to solve MMV problems for activity detection and channel estimation in grant-free massive connectivity of devices, where the base station is equipped with multiple antennas. A variety of joint sparse recovery algorithms can be employed to tackle such MMV problems modeling practical challenges.
Many research efforts have been made for reliable and efficient joint sparse recovery in MMV problems. A straightforward extension of the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [25] , named as the simultaneous OMP (SOMP), has been discussed in [26] - [28] . Similarly, M-FOCUSS [29] and multivariate group LASSO [30] are examples of straightforward extension based on their counterparts in SMV. The MUSIC algorithm [31] has also been extended to the subspace-augmented MUSIC (SA-MUSIC) [32] , [33] and the compressive MUSIC [34] for joint sparse recovery. Also, the rank-aware order recursive matching pursuit (RA-ORMP) [35] has been developed by exploiting the rank information in MMV greedy steps. Other greedy-based algorithms can be found in [36] - [39] for joint sparse recovery. Recently, the sparse Bayesian learning (M-SBL) [40] , the correlation-aware technique (CO-LASSO) [41] , the modified reweighted nonnegative quadratic programming [42] , and a greedy sparse approach [43] have been studied for joint sparse support recovery even in K > M regime, at the cost of reconstruction complexity. Although recovering supports only might be useful in some applications, this paper places its focus on full recovery of a jointly sparse signal X, that is, reconstructing the coefficients as well as the support of X in K < M regime.
In [44] , maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability ratios have been computed for every index of a sparse input signal, and then exploited to improve the performance of support detection in SMV greedy algorithms. Inspired by the MAP support detection, we propose a new greedy algorithm by computing a posteriori probability ratios for joint sparse recovery in MMV. The essence of the algorithm is to transfer the a posteriori information through iterations, which contributes to performance improvement of support recovery in MMV. The technique of information transfer, reminiscent of turbo principle [45] , has been used in turbo compressed sensing [46] , [47] for SMV, where the extrinsic information is based on MMSE estimates, instead of a posteriori probability ratios. The proposed algorithm of this paper is named as SOMP-EXT, as its operations are based on those of SOMP.
When L is sufficiently large at M = K + 1, we study the asymptotic performance of the proposed SOMP-EXT, where the nonzero entries of X are drawn from the Gaussian distribution. We derive the success probability of exact support recovery of the proposed algorithm, using a Gaussian assumption, power-law approximations, and order statistics, where the techniques are inspired by experimental results. In this case, we also present a sufficient condition on the number of measurements, or M = K + 1 = (log N ), for theoretical support recovery guarantee. The theoretical analysis reveals that SOMP-EXT can achieve reliable joint sparse recovery asymptotically at the theoretical limit of M = K + 1 with high probability. Through simulations, we demonstrate that SOMP-EXT successfully accomplishes the exact support recovery for sufficiently large L and K , which is well matched to the theoretical result.
By examining the performance for various M , K , and L, more simulations demonstrate that if M is not too small, the recovery performance of SOMP-EXT is superior to that of SOMP and SA-MUSIC. In particular, it turns out that SOMP-EXT is robust to measurement noise, empirically guaranteeing more reliable recovery at medium signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Based on SOMP, the proposed SOMP-EXT requires only a small amount of additional operations for information transfer. Therefore, the algorithm runtime is similar to that of SOMP, but much faster than that of RA-ORMP which takes the complex operation of singular value decomposition (SVD) at each iteration. In terms of recovery performance and complexity, we conclude that the proposed SOMP-EXT can be a good candidate for noisy MMV problems in K < M regime. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we develop a new greedy algorithm, named as SOMP-EXT, for joint sparse recovery in MMV problems. Section III conducts a theoretical analysis for asymptotic performance of exact support recovery of SOMP-EXT at the theoretical limit of M = K + 1. We derive the success probability of exact support recovery and present a sufficient condition on the number of measurements for support recovery guarantee. In Section IV, we present simulation results to demonstrate the performance of SOMP-EXT and compare to other algorithms for various M , K , and L. Finally, concluding remarks will be given in Section V.
Notations: A matrix (or a vector) is represented by a bold-face upper (or a lower) case letter. U T and U † represent the transpose and the pseudoinverse of a matrix U, respectively. U S and x S denote a sub-column matrix of U and a subvector of x, respectively, indexed by an index set S. For a vector 
II. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
is the measurement noise where each element follows the Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 . In this paper, all entries of are independently and identically distributed Gaussian random variables from N (0, 1 M ). In noiseless MMV, there exists a necessary and sufficient condition for unique recovery.
Theorem 1: A necessary and sufficient condition for unique recovery of X from Y = X is given by [28] , [35] 
where spark( ) is the smallest number of columns of that are linearly dependent. In Theorem 1, if X is full rank or rank(X) = K , and spark( ) takes on its largest possible value of M + 1, the condition (2) becomes M ≥ K + 1, which implies that an MMV problem requires at least M = K + 1 measurements for unique recovery of a jointly K -sparse matrix X.
B. A POSTERIORI INFORMATION FOR SMV
To improve SMV greedy algorithms, the logarithmic ratio of a posteriori probabilities has been computed for each index of a sparse signal [44] . In SMV, let y = x + w ∈ R M , where x ∈ R N is a K -sparse input vector and w ∈ R M is the measurement noise of w ∼ N (0, σ 2 I). The conventional OMP [25] selects an index n of x maximizing z 2 k (n) at the kth iteration, where
, n = 1, · · · , N , is the proxy and r k is a residual vector for 1 ≤ k ≤ K . Given z k (n), the logarithmic ratio of a posteriori probabilities of hypotheses H 0 : n ∈ I and H 1 : n ∈ I is
where the first term is the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) and the second is the logarithmic ratio of a priori probabilities. If each element of x is equally likely to be nonzero (or zero), i.e., Pr(n ∈ I) = K N and Pr(n ∈ I) = 1 − K N , only the LLR component depending on n will be considered for k (n) in (3) .
When each nonzero element of x is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance σ 2
x , [44] shows
where
, respectively. Meanwhile, if each nonzero element of x takes ±1 equally likely, it is readily checked from [44] that
where we set σ 2 x = 1 for σ 2 k,0 and σ 2 k,1 , respectively. In (5), f (x) = x for x ≥ 0 and f (x) = 0 for x < 0, which is to avoid computing log(·) and exp(·) functions for complexity reduction. If the nonzero entries of x follow a different distribution, k (n) will be represented by another new definition of L(z k (n)) [44] . In this paper, we restrict our attention to Gaussian and bipolar priors, which yield k (n) of (4) and (5), respectively.
Computing the a posteriori information, the MAP-OMP [44] selects an index n maximizing k (n) at the kth iteration, instead of z 2 k (n), which may improve the performance of support detection. In (4), however, an index n maximizing k (n) is determined by z 2 k (n), which yields the same result as in conventional OMP. Thus, if each nonzero element of x is Gaussian distributed with zero mean, the MAP-OMP gains no benefit from the a posteriori information, which has been pointed out in [44] .
C. PROPOSED ALGORITHM: SOMP-EXT
We apply the a posteriori information of Section II.B to develop a new greedy algorithm for joint sparse recovery in MMV. In (1) , there are L measurement vectors of
where we imagine the lth decoder that conducts an OMP-based recovery for each y (l) . Let
be the proxy at the kth iteration of the lth decoder. Then, the a posteriori information for each index n is given by
where we assumed that z
k (n) are statistically independent. The first term of (6) is the LLR from the lth decoder, the second is the LLRs from all the other L − 1 decoders, called the extrinsic information, and the last one is the a priori probability ratio. Unlike SMV, the extrinsic information is available for MMV, and it will be used for sparse reconstruction, as in turbo principle [45] .
For support detection, we average (6) over L decoders, which yields (7) where the approximation has been made by considering the terms that depend only on n. In (7), Z k (n) is the average LLR from L decoders, i.e.,
where L z
is the approximated LLR from the lth decoder, computed by (4) or (5). Then, E k (n) is the VOLUME 7, 2019 average extrinsic information from all the other decoders, i.e.,
. To obtain the a priori information of (6) depending on n, we make use of the extrinsic information. In specific, the extrinsic information averaged over previous iterations is transferred to current, which defines the a priori information by A 1 (n) = 0, and for k ≥ 2,
where the last equality is to compute A k (n) only with the a priori and the extrinsic information from the (k − 1)th iteration. The definition of a priori information in (8) is a bit heuristic, but we are motivated to use the extrinsic information from previous iterations, since it may provide some probabilistic information as to whether or not each index belongs to a support set. Numerical results of Section IV demonstrate that it works well for joint sparse recovery. Finally, the proposed algorithm finds an index n maximizing k (n) of (7) at the kth iteration, i.e.,
where J = {1, · · · , N }, and I k−1 = { n 1 , · · · , n k−1 } is a set of selected indices during k − 1 iterations. In this paper, the proposed algorithm is named as SOMP-EXT, since it utilizes the extrinsic information, based on the structure of SOMP. Table 1 summarizes the procedure of SOMP-EXT.
D. DISCUSSION
At the kth iteration of SOMP-EXT, if each nonzero entry of x is Gaussian distributed with zero mean,
where C is a constant regardless of n. Thus, the sum is equivalent to the proxy of conventional SOMP, which implies that without A k (n), an index n maximizing k (n) would be identical to the result of SOMP. Therefore, it is the a priori information A k (n), obtained through the extrinsic information transfer, that makes a distinction between SOMP and SOMP-EXT, and ultimately contributes to performance improvement of support detection in MMV.
SOMP-EXT needs to know the noise variance σ accurately for computing (4) and (5), which is unnecessary for SOMP. With the SNR-awareness, we expect that SOMP-EXT can be robust to measurement noise by utilizing the a posteriori information containing σ , which will be confirmed by the numerical results of Section IV. However, the need to estimate the noise variance accurately can be a drawback of SOMP-EXT in practice. A further research will be necessary for SOMP-EXT with unknown or inaccurate noise variance.
Compared to SOMP, the proposed SOMP-EXT computes Z k (n) differently and requires A k (n) additionally, but the complexity increase is at most O(NL) per iteration. Thus, the overall computational complexity of SOMP-EXT is similar to that of SOMP, i.e., O(MNL) per iteration. Section IV will provide numerical evidence that the average runtime of SOMP-EXT is almost the same as that of SOMP.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct a theoretical analysis to investigate the asymptotic performance of exact support recovery of SOMP-EXT, when M = K + 1 in noiseless MMV. Assuming that the nonzero elements of X are Gaussian distributed, we regard the a posteriori information as Gaussian random variables. Then, we estimate the mean and the variance using power-law approximations and derive the success probability of exact support recovery of SOMP-EXT by employing the order statistics of samples of Gaussian random variables. Finally, we present a sufficient condition on the number of measurements for exact support recovery.
A. GAUSSIAN ASSUMPTION
In SOMP-EXT, let S k−1 be a set of selected indices during k − 1 iterations, where 1 ≤ k ≤ K and S 0 = φ. At the kth iteration, the lth decoder computes the proxy z
and if n ∈ I c ,
respectively. In (9) and (10), e
} is an estimation error at the lth decoder, where x (l) S k−1 is an estimate of a true signal x (l) S k−1 from the decoder at the (k − 1)th iteration.
From (4), (7), and (8), the a posteriori probability ratio normalized by L is given by
In (11), as each nonzero entry of X is Gaussian with zero mean and variance
is the sum of a large number of random samples of (9) or (10) . Therefore, ignoring mutual dependence among the terms of (11), we may assume that 1 L k (n) is Gaussian distributed for every n. FIGURE 1. The probability density functions (pdfs) of normalized a posteriori probability ratios of 1 L k (n) at several iteration k, where N = 256, K = 63, M = K + 1, and L = 500 at noiseless MMV. Total 1000 random sparse input matrices are tested, where each nonzero element of X is drawn from N (0, 1). Solid lines indicate the pdf estimates of 1 L k (n) for n ∈ I \ S k−1 (red) and n ∈ I c (blue), respectively. Dotted lines are true Gaussian pdfs for n ∈ I \ S k−1 (red) and n ∈ I c (blue), respectively, where the means and the variances are numerically calculated by the samples of 1 L k (n). Figure 1 shows the estimates (solid lines) of probability density functions (pdfs) of normalized a posteriori probability ratios 1 L k (n), where L = 500. For comparison, we also sketch true Gaussian pdfs (dotted lines) in which the means and the variances are numerically obtained by the samples of 1 L k (n). The figure demonstrates that the statistical behavior of normalized a posteriori probability ratios is well characterized by the Gaussian distribution, which validates our Gaussian assumption on the a posteriori information.
B. POWER-LAW APPROXIMATIONS
Under the Gaussian assumption, we might be able to estimate the means and the variances of 1 L k (n) analytically for all iterations. However, numerical experiments revealed that our analytic estimates are accurate only at the first iteration and diverge from the numerical results as iteration increases, although the distribution seems to be still Gaussian. It makes some sense, because the mutual dependence among the terms of (11) has been ignored in our analysis.
To estimate the statistical parameters, we make an alternative approach by the aid of numerical observations. Through extensive numerical experiments, we observed that if M = K + 1, the mean of Z k (n) decays quadratically as k increases. Also, we found that the variance of Z k (n) decays over k, which can be modeled by a cubic function of k. By combining with the accurate analytic results at k = 1, we may estimate the means and the variances approximately using quadratic and cubic functions, respectively. For a convenience of analysis, we now use separate notations for Z k (n) depending on n,
In what follows, the means and the standard deviations of U k and V k are approximated by power functions.
Proposition 1: Let M = K + 1 for a sufficiently large L. If n ∈ I \S k−1 , the mean and the standard deviation of U k (n) are given by
Similarly, if n ∈ I c , the mean and the standard deviation of
Proof: See Appendix A. Figure 2 displays the power-law approximations of means and standard deviations of U k (n) and V k (n), respectively, where L = 500. In the figure, lines indicate the approximations of (12) and (13), while markers represent the numerical results of the parameters. Figure 2 shows that the means and the standard deviations are well described by power functions, which validates our approximations on the statistical parameters.
Under the Gaussian assumption and the power-law approximations, the distribution of normalized a posteriori probability ratios can be characterized by Proposition 2.
Proposition 2: we assume that
, where
and, σ 2
Similarly, we assume that
), where
In (14)
Proof: See Appendix B. In this paper, we use the upper bounds of (15) and (17) , respectively, for k > 1.
C. ORDER STATISTICS AND SUCCESS PROBABILITY
At each iteration, recall that SOMP-EXT selects an index n maximizing 1 L k (n). Let us define
Since A k (n) and B k (n) follow the Gaussian distribution of Proposition 2, we may assume that M A k is the maximum of Gaussian distributed samples of size |I \ S k−1
), respectively. From order statistics [48] , the cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) of M A k and M B k are given by
respectively, where
2 dt. Using the probability distributions of M A k and M B k , we can compute the success probability of exact support recovery of SOMP-EXT for a sufficiently large L.
Theorem 2:
where β is a constant with 0 < β < 1. At the kth iteration, the probability that SOMP-EXT finds a correct support index is approximately given by
Finally, the overall success probability of exact support recovery of SOMP-EXT is
Throughout this paper, we set β = 0.5 in performance evaluation.
Proof: See Appendix C. In Theorem 2, P succ (k) is determined by the argument of
. Figure 3 sketches α k over the iteration number k for various K , where N = 1024, M = K + 1, L = 500, and σ 2 x = 1 in noiseless MMV. In solid red lines, α k has been computed analytically, using the means and the (largest) standard deviations from Proposition 2. In blue circles, the parameters for α k have been obtained by numerical experiments. Although there is a slight difference between the arguments, the figure shows that the analytic estimates well describe the true behavior of α k . In particular, the smallest value of α k always occurs at k = K , where its analytic estimates are quite accurate for various K . Figure 3 also shows that α 1 ≥ α 2 ≥ · · · ≥ α K , which leads to P succ (1) ≥ P succ (2) ≥ · · · ≥ P succ (K ) from (20) . This observation supports an intuition that P succ (k) will be decreasing over iteration, since the reconstruction errors are propagated and accumulated through iterations. 
D. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR RECOVERY GUARANTEE
First of all, we develop a lower bound on α K for a sufficiently large L, where P succ is dominated by P succ (K ) with the argu-
Lemma 1: When L is sufficiently large,
where the approximation has been made with a sufficiently large K . Proof: See Appendix D. When L and K are sufficiently large, Lemma 1 gives an extremely simple lower bound on α K . Figure 4 sketches α K along with its asymptotic lower bound, where the means and the standard deviations of A K and B K are computed for α K by numerical experiments. The figure shows that the behavior of α K can be effectively described by the lower bound. By exploiting the bound, the following theorem presents a sufficient condition for exact support recovery guarantee. Theorem 3: In noiseless MMV, if L and K are sufficiently large, 1 SOMP-EXT guarantees exact support recovery of jointly K -sparse signals from M = K + 1 measurements with probability exceeding 1 − , as long as
where c = Note that the sufficient condition of Theorem 3 is an asymptotic result, under the assumption that L and K are sufficiently large. From Theorem 3, SOMP-EXT asymptotically guarantees exact support recovery of jointly K -sparse signals with M = K + 1 measurements, as long as
In K < M regime, reconstructing nonzero elements of jointly K -sparse signals can be accomplished by applying the least squares with the recovered supports. Therefore, SOMP-EXT guarantees successful reconstruction of jointly K -sparse signals asymptotically in the theoretical limit of M = K + 1, using M = (log N ) noiseless measurements.
A similar analysis is possible for SOMP in an asymptotic manner. Unlike Corollary 1, however, the success probability of SOMP does not tend to 1 at M = K + 1, since α K remains a constant from
. Hence, the superiority of SOMP-EXT is definitely due to employment and transfer of extrinsic information for joint sparse recovery. In conclusion, our performance analysis suggests that the extrinsic information transfer plays a crucial role for SOMP-EXT to guarantee successful reconstruction of jointly K -sparse signals with M = K +1 noiseless measurements in an asymptotic manner.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents numerical results to demonstrate the performance of SOMP-EXT for joint sparse recovery in MMV problems. To evaluate the recovery performance, we empirically examine the success rate of exact support recovery, defined by where I t is an estimate of a true support set I t at the tth trial out of T randomly generated X. In (23), I (·) is an indicator function that returns 1 if I t = I t , and 0 otherwise. In addition, we examine the normalized mean squared error (NMSE), defined by
where X t is an estimate of an original sparse input matrix X t at the tth trial. In noisy MMV, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined by SNR =
For comparison, we examine the recovery performance of SOMP, SA-MUSIC, and RA-ORMP, along with the proposed SOMP-EXT. We assume that all the algorithms are sparsityaware, and thus stop in at most K iterations. In SA-MUSIC, SOMP has been used to find the first K − r support indices of I, where r is the number of eigenvalues of YY T that are significantly larger than σ 2 , as described in [32] . As indicated in [35] , RA-ORMP has been modified for noisy MMV by taking the singular value decomposition (SVD) of R k R T k to separate signal and noise subspaces [49] , where R k is a residual matrix at the kth iteration.
In this subsection, we set M = K + 1 with a sufficiently large L, to verify the asymptotic performance of SOMP-EXT studied in Section III. We tested with T = 1000 randomly generated sparse input matrices, where each one takes K nonzero rows uniformly at random and each element is drawn from the normal distribution.
In Figure 5 , we examine the success rates of exact support recovery of SOMP-EXT over the number of measurement vectors L in noiseless MMV. In the figure, dotted-lines indicate the theoretical success probabilities presented by Theorem 2, where the parameters inside the Q-function have been calculated by Propositions 1 and 2. The figure demonstrates that the empirical results achieve the theoretical performance with a sufficiently large L in the theoretical limit of M = K + 1. In particular, if less M is available, SOMP-EXT requires more L to achieve the theoretical performance. Figure 6 displays the number of measurements M required for SOMP-EXT to achieve 99% success rates of exact support recovery in noiseless MMV. We sketch the empirical numbers for various signal dimension N and compare with the sufficient condition of Theorem 3, where = 0.01. Simulation results show that if M is larger than the number, the success rate of at least 99% is guaranteed, which justifies the sufficient condition of SOMP-EXT. The figure shows that the required number of measurements M is much smaller in simulations than in the sufficient condition, which implies that the condition is not quite tight and pessimistic, due to approximations and bounds used in the derivation. Figure 7 sketches the success rates of exact support recovery of algorithms over the number of measurements M at In the figure, the empirical success rates of SOMP-EXT are well predicted by their theoretical counterparts. Moreover, they are similar at medium and high SNR, which demonstrates the noise-robustness of SOMP-EXT. If M = K + 1 is sufficiently large, SOMP-EXT successfully recovers jointly K -sparse signals in the theoretical limit, which confirms Corollary 1. Meanwhile, all the other algorithms fail to recover, due to the insufficient number of measurements.
Further experiments revealed that if there is no noise, RA-ORMP and SA-MUSIC guarantee perfect recovery of supports, whereas the performance of SOMP-EXT gradually improves over M = K + 1, similar to that of noisy scenarios. Compared to this observation, Figure 7 provides numerical evidence that SOMP-EXT is more robust to measurement noise than the others, by almost preserving the performance of the noiseless scenario. The figure shows that SOMP-EXT is able to successfully recover exact supports with a large number of measurements M = K + 1, as long as SNR is sufficiently high. As in Figure 7 , the performance of SOMP-EXT approaches the theoretical limit as SNR increases, while all the others fail to do so even at high SNR.
In summary, Figures 5−8 verify the theoretical results of SOMP-EXT studied in Section III. Even in noisy scenarios, SOMP-EXT asymptotically achieves reliable joint sparse support recovery at the theoretical limit of M = K + 1, while SOMP, SA-MUSIC, and RA-ORMP fail to do so.
This subsection examines the performance of SOMP-EXT when M > K + 1 with small L, which is a more realistic scenario. In this case, we tested with T = 1000 randomly generated X to evaluate NMSE, where each nonzero element is either drawn from the normal distribution, or taken from ±1 equally likely. [8, 256] , incremented by 8. The figure demonstrates that the reconstruction performance of SOMP-EXT improves as the number of measurement vectors L increases. It also shows that if the nonzero entries of X are Gaussian, the reconstruction performance is slightly higher than that of X with bipolar nonzero entries. In particular, we observed that the reconstruction performance of X with bipolar nonzero entries saturates rapidly as L increases. It appears that the bipolar case can achieve the ultimate performance more rapidly, which is worse than that of the normal case. Figure 9 shows that L = 100 can be sufficiently large for SOMP-EXT to achieve the ultimate recovery performance for N = 256. Figure 10 shows the NMSE of algorithms over the number of measurement vectors L, where N = 1024, M = 256, and K = 128. For comparison, we also sketch the NMSE of oracle reconstruction, where the supports of X are known a priori. At SNR = 40 dB, we observed that SOMP-EXT outperforms SOMP and SA-MUSIC, and shows similar performance to RA-ORMP, whether the nonzero entries of X are normal or bipolar. Meanwhile, if SNR = 15 dB, we found that SOMP-EXT surpasses all the other algorithms. Figure 11 also displays the NMSE of algorithms over sparsity K , where Figure 10 , it shows that SOMP-EXT outperforms all the other algorithms at medium SNR = 15 dB, but shows similar performance to RA-ORMP at high SNR = 40 dB. Figures 10 and 11 suggest that the SNR-awareness of SOMP-EXT works effectively so that it can outperform SOMP, SA-MUSIC, and RA-ORMP at medium SNR = 15 dB. Repeating the experiments with N = 256 and M = 64, we observed that the performance of SOMP-EXT is worse than that of RA-ORMP at high SNR, but similar at medium SNR, while surpassing SOMP and SA-MUSIC at both SNR. To sum up, simulation results demonstrate that SOMP-EXT is robust to measurement noise and thus suitable for noisy MMV problems, particularly for large N and M . Figure 12 displays the average runtime of each algorithm for recovering a jointly K -sparse signal with figure, we found that SA-MUSIC has the least runtime among all, whereas the runtime of RA-ORMP is significantly longer than the others, which is because RA-ORMP conducts the SVD operation at each iteration. Also, SOMP-EXT has almost the same algorithm runtime as SOMP, since their computational complexities are similar to each other. When the nonzero entries of X are bipolar, its runtime increases slightly, compared to that of normally distributed entries. It seems quite natural, because computing L(z k (n)) by (5) for bipolar nonzero entries takes more time than computing it by (4).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel greedy algorithm for joint sparse recovery in MMV problems. The essence of the algorithm is to compute a posteriori probability ratios for every index of sparse signals and transfer the extrinsic information through iterations. The theoretical analysis showed that the proposed algorithm, called SOMP-EXT, can guarantee reliable joint sparse recovery in an asymptotic manner at the theoretical limit of M = K +1. In this case, it also presented a sufficient condition of M = K +1 = (log N ) for theoretical support recovery guarantee. Our theoretical analysis relies on the assumption that the nonzero entries of sparse signals are Gaussian distributed and the number of measurement vectors is sufficiently large. However, this assumption may not hold in some practical applications, when a small number of measurement vectors are acquired for non-Gaussian jointly sparse signals. In such a case, a non-asymptotic analysis should be accomplished by modifying the assumptions and techniques in our analysis, which will be left open for a future work.
Simulation results demonstrated that if M is not too small, SOMP-EXT empirically guarantees reliable joint sparse recovery, outperforming SOMP and SA-MUSIC. In particular, it turned out that SOMP-EXT is more robust to measurement noise, which makes it more attractive in practical applications. Since its operations are based on those of SOMP, the proposed SOMP-EXT is as fast as SOMP, but much faster than RA-ORMP, which can make SOMP-EXT more suitable for practical applications demanding high speed operations. In conclusion, SOMP-EXT can be a promising option for joint sparse recovery in noisy MMV problems, by providing reliable, noise-robust, and fast reconstruction.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Before presenting the proof of Proposition 1 for general k, we give an analytic result for means and standard deviations of U 1 and V 1 , respectively.
Lemma 2:
in (11), where at k = 1,
in noiseless setting (σ = 0). Then, the mean and the standard deviation of U 1 (n) for n ∈ I \ S k−1 are given by
Also, the mean and the standard deviation of V 1 (n) for n ∈ I c are given by
Proof:
where D 1 (n) is the sum of cross-product terms of (9) with e (l) reason. In approximation (ii), we used
by the law of large numbers. Using the pdf of ||φ n || in [44, Lemma 2] , it is readily checked that 
follows the Chi-square distribution of degree 1.
Assuming that the terms of (26) are statistically independent 2 , the mean and the variance of (26) are approximately given by
which yields (24) .
where E 1 (n) is the sum of cross-product terms of (10) with (25) can be easily obtained by taking the similar steps of (27) . Proof of Proposition 1: We apply power-law approximations to estimate the means and the standard deviations of U k (n) and V k (n), respectively, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K . In an optimistic scenario, it seems reasonable to assume µ U K +1 = σ U K +1 = 0 and µ V K +1 = σ V K +1 = 0, respectively. Based on numerical observations, µ U k is then represented by a quadratic function of k that passes a pair of points (1, µ U 1 ) and (K + 1, 0) . Similarly, we model σ 2 U k by a cubic function of k that passes 2 Of course, the terms of (26) cannot be statistically independent, but numerical experiments revealed that the mean and the variance of (27) under the independent assumption are close to those of numerical results.
(1, σ 2
Similarly, if n ∈ I c ,
Finally, if the results of Lemma 2 are applied to (28) and (29), then (12) and (13) are immediate.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
In (14) and (16), µ A k and µ B k are immediate from (11), since
respectively. By definition, if k = 1, the variances of A 1 (n) and B 1 (n) are given by
respectively. Meanwhile, if k > 1,
where the inequalities are from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. In (30), the expectation is taken over n ∈ I, which yields (15) . We can also obtain (17) for k > 1 in a similar way. Finally, combining k = 1 and k > 1 cases completes the proof.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 2
By the definition of M A k and M B k , the success probability of exact support recovery of SOMP-EXT at the kth iteration is given by
where the last equality is from the cdf of A k in (18) and f M B k (x) is the probability density function (pdf) of M B k . Note that the integration interval of (31) 
where x * k is determined by
= β, which yields (19) . Figure 13 compares Pr M A k > x and its approximation of (32) with β = 0.5, which provides numerical evidence to support the unit-step approximation. Using (18) and (32), (31) becomes
which completes the proof.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 1
From (19), it is clear that x * K = µ A K + σ A K Q −1 (β) = µ A K from Q −1 (β) = 0 for β = 0.5. Also, from (12)−(16),
where the approximation has been made for a sufficiently large L. From (12) and (13), we have µ U K − µ V K = 
Meanwhile,
where we used (12) and (13) . Finally,
which yields (21 from (34) .
APPENDIX E PROOF OF THEOREM 3
From α K = min k α k , it is obvious that P succ (1) ≥ P succ (2) ≥ · · · ≥ P succ (K ) from (20) . Thus, the overall success probability of exact support recovery of SOMP-EXT is bounded by
In Lemma 1, α K √ K 3 for a sufficiently large K . Using
2 for x > 0,
From (35) and (36),
where the approximation is valid for large K . With K = ηN , we have 
